This paper describes a method of constructing Japanese nominal semantic dictionary, which is indispensable for text analysis, especially for indirect anaphora resolution. The main idea is to use noun phrases of "A NO(postposition) B" in corpora. Two nouns A and B in "A NO B" can have several semantic relations. By collecting "A NO B" phrases form corpora, analyzing their semantic relations, and arranging them for each "B" and each semantic relation, we can obtain a nominal semantic dictionary. The dictionary we constructed from 130M characters corpora by this method has 22,252 entries, which can be considered as a practically useful coverage. Our method for analyzing "A NO B" phrase is also original which uses a thesaurus as an attribute for decision tree.
Introduction
The role of dictionary is undoubtedly important in Natural Language Processing (NLP).
So far, research in NLP has mainly concerned the analysis of individual sentences. The analysis of a sentence is to clarify which element in it has relation with which by what relation. To do such an analysis, a verbal semantic dictionary, in other words, case frame dictionary is necessary. A case frame dictionary describes what kind of cases each verb has and what kinds of noun can fill a case slot. Condition on case slots can be expressed by semantic markers and/or example nouns. For example, a case frame for the verb "YOMU(read)" can be as follows:
"Now at Communications Research Laboratory. Email: murata@crl.go.jp tNow at Sharp Corporation.
YOMU(read) agent: human beings, like KARE(he), KEN(ken), SENSEI(teacher) object : something to be read, like HON(book), SHOSETSU(novel)
Such dictionaries with a practically useful coverage have been compiled in many institutes, mainly by hand, and used in many NLP systems (EDR, 1993; NTT, 1997) .
These days, the main target of NLP has been shifting from individual sentences to a series of sentences, that is, a text. Human beings use language to communicate, and the unit of communication is not a sentence, but a text in most cases, especially in the case of written language. The NLP system can only catch enough information when it handles a text as a whole.
Similar to sentence analysis, the main part of text analysis is to clarify the relation among its constituents:
• discourse relation between text segments (cause-effect, elaboration, exemplification, etc.),
• maintaining and changing of topics,
• recovery of omission,
• direct anaphora resolution,
• indirect anaphora resolution.
To do such analyses, not only a verbal semantic dictionary, but also many other types of knowledge have to be employed, one of which is a nominal semantic dictionary. A nominal semantic dictionary is necessary for indirect anaphora resolution. Indirect anaphora is not an special, exceptional phenomena in texts, but very often used and it is very important to handle it properly for text understanding. A typical example of indirect anaphora is as follows:
XXX announced the release of a new lap-top computer. The price is $800.
In order to find the relation between "the price" and "a new lap-top computer", a nominal semantic information about "price" has to be employed.
It is, however, almost impossible to compile a nominal semantic dictionary automatically. Then, the qustion is how we can construct a dictionary semi-automatically, or support the human compilation sufficiently. Comparing with the case of verbal dictionary, the number of noun is very big. Furthermore, if technical terms should be included, they become unlimitedly large.
Since case elements of a verb appear by the verb in a sentence, we can collect possible case elemtns of a verb by a simple parsing, or just by detecting adjoining noun and verb. On the other hand, since an anaphor and its anchor of indirect anaphora appear far away, it is almost impossible to collect them by a simple method automatically.
This paper presents how to solve this problem, namely, how to construct a nominal semantic dictionary semi-automatically.
Use of "A NO B" Phrases in Corpora
In Japanese, two nouns, A and B, in a phrase "A NO(postposition) B" have several semantic relations. Some relations among them can be a slot of a nominal semantic dictionary. For example, "price" is the price of something, and in Japanese corpora we can find several phrases like "KURUMA(car) NO KAKAKU(price)" and "RINGO(apple) NO KAKAKU(price)". That is, we can obtain useful data for the entry "B" in a nominal semantic dictionay only by collecting phrases of "A NO B" from corpora.
However, all phrases of "A NO B" are not useful. For example, even if "MEIKA(maker) NO KAKAKU(price)" exists in corpora, "MEIKA(maker)" is not traded at some price, in normal cases. In other case, the phrase "WATASHI(I) NO HON(book)" does not necessarily indicate that the noun "HON(book)" has obiligate relation with "WATASHI(I)" or human beings.
Furthermore, when a phrase "A NO B" is a proper data for a nominal dictionary, it is desirable to place "A" to a proper slot of the entry "B".
These classification can be realized by the semantic analysis of "A NO B" described in the next section.
Semantic Analysis of "A NO B"
Japanese noun phrase "A NO B" can have one of many semantic relations listed in Table 1 .
The semantic analysis of "A NO B" has been a hard problem in Japanese NLP. For this problem, Sumita et al. proposed an example-based analysis method (Sumita et al., 1990 ):
1. Collect many example phrases of ~A NO B", 2. Give proper semantic relation to each example by hand, 3. Given an input, detect the most similar example to the input, 4. Assign the relation given to the most similar example to the input.
This is the first work that implemented an example-based method in NLP, being much more robust and easy to maintain than the conventional rule-based NLP. The problem of example-based NLP is how to define the similarity between an input and an example. Sumita et al. caluculated the similarity between an input "Ai NO Bi" and an example "Ae NO Be" as follows:
where sim(Ai, Ae) is the similarity between Ai and Ae calculated based on the distance of the two words in a thesaurus tree, sim (Bi,Be) is the same for Bi and Be, WA and WB are weights showing which similarity should be considered more relevant, Ai and Ae or Bi and Be.
Such a way of caluculating words' similarity and combining them has been widely used by many researchers. However, it only has some qualitative ground, but no quantitative one.
For such a problem, Jiri and Nagao proposed a method using a thesaurus as an attribute for decision tree, being able to optimize the system on training set of examples (Jiri and Nagao, 1997). Although their method treated PP attachment ambiguity, it can be applicable to the analysis of "A NO B".
Let us explain the decision tree method for "A NO B" analysis here. 
(T (A), T (B), S), where T (A) and T (B) are the position (node) in A-side thesaurus and B-side thesaurus, respectively, S is a subset of example phrases.
At first, the root node of the decision tree, Droot, corresponds to the triple (T~(A~, T~(o~, Salt), and it is given to the step 1 below.
Suppose the given decision tree node, D, corresponds to the triple (T (A), T B, S).
If the percentage of the major relation in the set S is greater than a threshold value (90% in our experiment), that is, S is homogenous enough, stop expanding D (D becomes a leaf of the decision tree), and the major relation of the set S is given to D. Otherwise, go to step 2. . For the selected attribute, make subnodes as in step 2, and call the same algorithm on each subnode. Figure 1 shows a simplified example of the above algorithm. Suppose "A NO B" phrases can be classified into only two relations, R1 and R2, and a given decision tree node contains 50 Rl-examples and 50 R2-examples. If we select T (A) (suppose T (A) has three child nodes), we obtain the OH, 0.56, as in the left hand side of Figure 1 ; if we select T (s) (suppose T (B) has two child nodes), we obtain the OH, 0.99, as in the right hand side of Figure 1 . Consequently, we select T (A), and split the node D into three subnodes. In the next step, the first and third nodes are analyzed by the same algorithm; the second node is not expanded any more (it is homogeneous enough). Classification Classification algorithm of an unseen phrase, "Ai NO Bi", using the induced decision tree is very simple. A path is traversed in the decision tree, starting at its root. At each internal node D, we follow the branch depending on the D's selected attribute (T (A) or T (s)) and the thesaurus position of the input nouns (TA~ or TB~). When the path reaches to a leaf of the decision tree, the phrase is assigned the majority relation of the leaf. When we cannot follow any branch at any decision tree node, D, the phrase is assigned the majority relation of D.
Select the more informative attribute, T (A) or T (B).
(For example, when TA~ is relatively high in the thesaurus, and at some point the decision tree tries to expand the node.)
Experiment
We did an experiment to see how well the above method works. As a thesaurus, we used EDR Concept Dictionary (EDR, 1993). We collected about 20,000 example phrases of "A NO B" from several corpora, and gave one of the semantic relations listed in Table 1 by hand. Then, we did experiments on twelve different test sets: each time, we partitioned the whole example into a training set of 19,500 phrases and a test set of 500 phrases, made a decision tree using the training set, analyzed the test set, and compared the result with the original relation given by hand. The average accuracy of the analysis was about 80%.
Construction of Nominal Semantic Dictionary
Our proposed method of constructing a nominal semantic dictionary is as follows: 1 1. Collect phrases of "A NO B" from corpora, excluding syntactically ambiguous phrases like "A NO B NO C" and "A NO B C" (in both cases, "A" may modify "C", not "B").
2. For each phrase "A NO B", decide the semantic relation using the decision tree algorithm described in the previous section.
IFor an action noun, like "sale", "arrival"; it is possible to utilize a verbal semantic information about its verbal form ("sell" and "arrive") . However, in this pao per, we limit the discussion to the method only using "A NO B" phrases.
3. All examples are arranged for each "B" and each relation. "B" becomes an entry word of our dictionary, and each entry is classified by semantic relations. If the relation is not among relations marked '.' in Table 1 , it is discarded from the entry 2
In our experiments, we used Mainichi Newspaper Articles in 1995 (60M characters), and Heibonsha's World Encyclopedia (70M characters) as corpora.
From these 130M characters corpora, we collected about 620,000 types of "A NO B". Then, we analyzed these phrases, and the resulting dictionary consists of 22,252 entries, each entry has 1.5 slots on average, and each slot has 6.6 words on overage (it means that each entry has 9.9 words (= 1.5x6.6) on average). We can say that the resulting dictionary has a practically useful wide-coverage. Table 2 shows a couple of entries of the dictionary. We could find an interesting feature in our corpus-based dictionary. In the entry of the word "UDE (arm)", human lexicographers would make a slot of part-whole relation with "KARADA (body)" at first. In the automatic constructed dictionary, however, the major slot is field, with examples of "TENIS (tennis)", "SHODOU (calligraphy)". This reflects the fact that a metaphoric usage of "UDE (arm)" meaning ability or skill is much more frequent than the literal usage in real corpora. Such an adaptability to the real usage of words is an advantage of a corpus-based dictionary.
The remaining problem is how to clean up the dictionary. As mentioned in the previous section, the accuracy of the semantic analysis of "A NO B" is about 80%, resulting in many inappropriate words in the dictionary slots. For example, the entry of "KAKAKU(price)" in Table 2, attribute slot includes "URITE(seller)" and "KAITE(buyer)".
These are the results of incorrect analysis of "URITE(seller) NO KAKAKU(price)" and "KAITE(buyer) NO KAKAKU(price)". One way of cleaning up is to introduce some machine learning method, aiming at more automatic process. However, the current dictionary is not so bad, and it's not so 2Currently we consider semantic relations marked ',' in Table 1 can be a relation between an anaphor and the anchor. However, more investigation is necessary for this criteria. hard to clean up it by hand.
Conclusion
In this paper, we described a method of constructing Japanese nominal semantic dictionary using noun phrases of "A NO B" in corpora. The resulting dictionary we constructed from 130M characters corpora by this method has 22,252 entries, which can be considered as a practically useful coverage.
What we have to do next is to clean up the dictionary, since the automatic analysis of "A NO B" phrase has some errors. Another target is to employ the resulting dictionary in our text analysis system which handles direct anaphora, indirect anaphora, and omission simultaneously.
